Weeks 18-23

General Information

- Work areas are marked in attached plan.
- It is important that all personnel and students at Ångström respect the closures in these areas.

Ongoing Work

Work area House 1

- Rebuilding of the "old" reception opposite Café Ångström.
- Drilling for a new door leading into the clean room corridor planned for week 20.
- Conversions of the old library on level 1 between houses 6 and 8 into ALC halls.
- Preparations for a new staircase for evacuation from the new ALC-rooms. Staircase installation planned for week 23

Work area Building 2

- Facade scaffolding according to the attached plan, removal planned for week 23.
- Building and installation work on all floors, noticeably on level 4 and K1. Crews on site are in regular contact with tenants.

Work area Building 6

- Work on adjustments and additional installations in labs. Delivery / handover to UU-tenants planned for week 20.

Work area Building 10

- Area with bicycle storage opens on May 5.

Relevant disturbances for the coming period:

- Some work may result in noticeable noises from hand held machinery. Ear plugs are available to pick up at the Ångström Library and the campus reception.

Closures, provisional arrangements

- According to the attached general plan. Work areas are marked red.

*Construction Management on behalf of NCC and Akademiska Hus*